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A central problem in designing interactive graphics systems is the bandwidth bottleneck
between the rasterizer, the engine that computes pixel values for each primitive in a
scene, and the frame buffer, the memory system that stores pixel values. Despite
remarkable advances in semiconductor storage, this problem not only is still with us, but
increasingly is the barrier to further improvements in interactive systems. Current highend graphics systems are approaching performance limits imposed by the design of
commercial DRAMs.
Future graphics applications will require greater geometric complexity and higher quality
images. Supporting these applications will require much higher rasterizer performance
and much higher bandwidth between rasterizer and pixel memory than can be supported
in current designs.
In this paper we first describe the organization of current graphics systems, the
performance characteristics of their components, and the demands that future
performance requirements will make on these components. We then describe how logicenhanced memory chips, which tightly couple rasterizing processors to pixel memory,
offer a way to improve the back-end performance needed for higher image quality, and
show how their design is influenced by the need for object-parallel architectures that
support higher rendering rates. We conclude with a concrete example of such a design.

THE PERFORMANCE FRONTIER
Current high-performance graphics systems process a stream of simple geometric
primitives (e.g., triangles, lines, and text characters) in a pipeline of processing elements
that includes two main functions, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The graphics pipeline.

A geometry processor transforms the orientation and perspective of each primitive from
an object coordinate system (defined in some arbitrary way convenient for modeling) to
screen coordinates, according to the user’s viewpoint. These operations transform the
geometry information associated with the vertices of a primitive. Screen-space primitive
descriptions are then passed to a rasterizer, which computes the pixels visible in each
primitive and determines the color of each pixel, based on a shading model.
Interactive 3D systems model objects as surfaces tiled by planar primitives, typically
triangles, and today’s fastest systems can transform and rasterize about 1 million triangles
per second with simple Gouraud shading. At these performance levels, bandwidths and
computation rates can be estimated as follows:
•

Geometry processing load. About 200 floating-point operations are needed to
transform a triangle from object coordinates to screen coordinates and to perform
clipping and lighting. If connected triangles are used, this load is approximately
halved. The geometry processor therefore must sustain about 100-200 MFLOPS.

•

Geometry processing bandwidth.
Object-space primitives typically are
described in about 10-50 single-precision floating-point words of data, while
screen-space primitives require a similar number of words of fixed-point data with
sufficient fractional precision to avoid pixel artifacts. Therefore, input and output
bandwidths of the geometry processor are roughly equal, about 10-50
MWords/second.

•

Rasterizer load. Since a typical primitive affects many pixels, there is a data and
computation explosion within the rasterizer. The visible primitive at each pixel is
generally determined using the z-buffer algorithm. Forward differences can be
used to calculate z values so that only one fixed-point addition is needed per
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primitive per pixel. Linearly interpolated (Gouraud) shading can be performed
using forward differences as well; one fixed-point addition is needed per color
component per pixel. If triangles cover an average of 50 pixels, the rasterizer
must perform 200–250 million fixed-point additions per second, in addition to the
setup calculations required for the forward differences.
•

Rasterizer/frame buffer bandwidth. For each pixel in each primitive, a z value
must be read from the frame buffer. If the pixel is visible, new z and color values
must be written back to the frame buffer. If we assume the average triangle size is
50 pixels, 3/4 of the pixels are initially visible, and all three color components can
be written together, then about 125 million frame buffer accesses per second are
required.

Current Graphics System Architectures
Most of today’s graphics systems are organized as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Organization of current graphics hardware systems.

Current floating point microprocessors can achieve only a fraction of the geometry
processing speeds, so multiple parallel units are needed. Both MIMD (as in the HewlettPackard VRX1) and vector or SIMD (as in the Silicon Graphics VGX2) are used.
Datapath bandwidth in and out of the geometry processor, though large, can readily be
handled with single dedicated paths.
Rasterizer performance requirements are so high that parallel solutions are mandatory.
Bandwidth into the frame buffer requires multiple paths, and frame buffers, generally
built using a combination of DRAM and VRAM memory chips, are organized in parallel
banks so that multiple pixels are accessed per memory cycle.
A widely used approach in pixel-parallel rasterizer designs is the interlaced framebuffer3,4 in which the frame-buffer memory is divided into mxn partitions, each
responsible for every mth pixel on every nth scan line. A rasterizing processor is
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associated with each partition. The number of partitions is smaller than the number of
pixels in a typical primitive, so each processor handles multiple pixels per primitive, and
on average, the load is well-balanced across the processors, especially if a MIMD
organization with buffering is used. Separate memories are sometimes used for z-buffer
(usually DRAM) and color (usually VRAM); for simple shading, this technique doubles
frame-buffer bandwidth.
Current DRAMs and VRAMs can randomly access data and perform the read-modifywrite needed for a z-buffer at rates of about 5 million operations per second. (Use of
page-mode accesses could double this speed, but it is not clear that there is sufficient
locality of access to warrant the additional complexity.) Even assuming separate
memories for z and color, the frame-buffer access rates estimated above require at least
10–20 memory partitions. The Silicon Graphics VGX, one of the fastest general-purpose
commercial graphics system, uses 40 partitions to achieve its peak performance of about
1 million flat-shaded triangles per second.
Several recent developments in general-purpose commercial RAMs are of considerable
interest to graphics system designers. The proposed Rambus standard5 could achieve
nearly two orders of magnitude higher (peak) access rates, but like VRAMs, access is
essentially serial in nature, and is intended primarily for rapidly loading and unloading a
cache. Cached DRAMs offer perhaps an order-of-magnitude improvement in access
rates, with random access into a small on-chip SRAM. However, since these devices rely
on locality of access to achieve their highest speed, they will not greatly accelerate
interlaced designs, in which each partition has at most a few pixels in a given primitive.
It appears that the newly announced memory devices will improve frame buffer
bandwidth only if the graphics pipeline is modified to achieve locality of reference in
screen space, as in the screen-subdivision approach described below.

Toward Higher Image Quality
Realistic rendering techniques, such as Phong shading, texturing, and antialiasing are
becoming increasingly important features of high-speed graphics systems. Current
systems can sustain only a small fraction of their peak rates when executing such
algorithms. We summarize the difficulties in implementing each of these algorithms:
•

Phong Shading. Requires interpolation of surface normals during scan
conversion, roughly the same computational load on the rasterizer as interpolating
colors for Gouraud shading. Subsequently, however, surface-normal vectors must
be renormalized, requiring evaluation of a square root and several multiply/adds
per pixel; computing final pixel colors requires two vector dot products and an
exponentiation per light source per pixel.

•

Textures. Texture coordinates must be interpolated during scan-conversion. For
perspective-corrected, filtered textures, texture coordinates and texture IDs must
be transformed into physical addresses in texture storage (two divides per pixel),
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4–8 texture samples must be fetched from texture storage, and the samples must
be linearly interpolated, requiring numerous multiplies and adds.
•

Antialiasing. General methods include variations on the A-buffer algorithm and
supersampling. A-buffer algorithms add complexity to the inner-loop of the
rasterization algorithm. Supersampling requires rendering the entire scene k
times, where k is the number of samples in the antialiasing filter kernel. Effective
antialiasing requires that k be at least 5 and preferably 10 or greater, so
antialiasing increases the load on the rasterizer by roughly an order of magnitude.

The tremendous rasterizer load imposed by advanced shading calculations can be reduced
using deferred shading6,7. This method avoids shading pixels on surfaces that are
ultimately hidden. At scan-conversion time, the minimum information required for
shading is calculated and saved in pixel memory. Shading calculations are deferred until
rasterization is complete and need only be performed once per pixel rather than once per
pixel per primitive. The savings are proportional to the scene’s average depth complexity.
Based on our group’s experimental results, we estimate that rasterizer/frame buffer
systems that can generate Phong-shaded, textured images using deferred shading, with
antialiasing by supersampling, must compute and access memory at rates 2–3 orders of
magnitude higher than today's systems rendering at comparable triangle-per-second rates
with simple Gouraud-shading and no antialiasing.
Storage requirements for advanced shading, on the other hand, do not grow as rapidly.
Present-day high-performance frame buffers store 50–100 bits per pixel, usually for
1280x1024-pixel screens, and thus need about 8–16 Mbytes of storage. Per-pixel storage
needs for advanced shading algorithms will grow modestly—to several hundred or a
thousand bits per pixel—while screen resolution may perhaps double.
Future systems that render more primitives per second and support more realistic shading
models will be balanced differently from today's systems. Geometry processing will
require approximately the same number of calculations per primitive, while rasterization
(with antialiasing and advanced shading) will require dramatically more. Deferred
shading decouples performance requirements for geometric complexity (number of
primitives) from performance requirements for advanced shading. Even with deferred
shading, however, computing realistic shading at interactive rates is a formidable task.

Problem Summary
Frame buffers that support interaction with high-quality, antialiased images will have
relatively modest storage requirements but extremely high access rates, several orders of
magnitude greater than today's systems. The principal difficulty with extending current
architectures is the limited bandwidth into commercial memories used to build frame
buffers.
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Dense dynamic RAM is a commodity product whose design is driven by mass markets in
which there is little need to improve the performance parameter of most interest to
graphics system designers, bandwidth per word. While memory density has been
growing exponentially for some years, access rates have improved little better than
linearly, so bandwidth per word has dropped rapidly with each new generation of DRAM.
Recent advances in special high-speed DRAMs rely on locality of data access for
improved speed; without significant changes to the design of graphics pipelines, there is
not sufficient locality of reference to make effective use of these parts.
How can graphics hardware designers leverage increasing semiconductor memory density
to reduce the cost of frame buffers, while at the same time providing the large
improvements in bandwidth per pixel needed for advanced image generation techniques?
We believe the answer lies in designing memory devices that encapsulate on-chip the
high-bandwidth rasterizer/frame buffer interface; these devices should augment, rather
than replace, extremely cost-effective commodity DRAMs.

LOGIC-ENHANCED MEMORIES
A straightforward approach to removing the frame-buffer bottleneck is to put the
rasterizing processor onto the same chip(s) as the frame buffer memory. This places the
bottlenecked interface inside the chip, where connections are much cheaper and faster
than connections between chips.
Much of the advantage of this approach arises from the inherent data parallelism of
memory structures. Organized as rectangular arrays of storage cells, memory chips
access an entire row of cells during each cycle of operation. But, because chip packages
allow only a few I/O pins, only a tiny fraction of this data is available outside the chip.
By placing rasterizing processors on the same chips as the memory, they can access entire
rows of cell in parallel. Modern RAM cell arrays have several hundred to several
thousand cells on a side; so if an entire row is accessed in a single cycle, 2–3 orders-ofmagnitude increase in processor-to-memory bandwidth can be obtained, just the leverage
we are looking for at the rasterizer/frame buffer interface.
There are additional benefits to this approach. First, custom RAM can operate much
faster than commercial memory chips, where much of the access time is spent driving
signals on and off the chip and decoding column addresses. Second, the I/O interface of a
logic-enhanced memory can be highly optimized for its special purpose. Wide-word
access and increased clock speed, taken together, can eliminate the frame-buffer
bandwidth bottleneck.

Previous Work
The idea of using custom memory devices for rasterizers and frame buffers is not new.
The video RAM (or VRAM)8 is a simple modification of a DRAM that adds a second
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video-data port attached to a long shift register. The shifter can perform loads and stores
broadside to an entire row of memory cells. The display is refreshed from the shifter, so
refresh can be fully overlapped with conventional memory access, eliminating contention
between rasterizer and video subsystems. However, access via this video port is strictly
serial, and reads and writes cannot be interleaved.
Pixel-Planes9 is an extreme solution to the frame-buffer bottleneck, in which the entire
frame buffer is built using custom logic-enhanced memories that contain (1) special
hardware for parallel evaluation of linear expressions in screen space (equivalent to
forward differencing methods used in other systems), (2) tiny pixel-local processors that
can perform general arithmetic and logical operations, and (3) all of the pixel memory.
This idea was implemented by our group in a full-scale experimental system called Pixel10
Planes 4 . The system was fast for its time and demonstrated several firsts in interactive
rendering:
real-time shadows, rapid generation of smooth-shaded spheres, and
antialiasing using the technique later called "accumulation buffers". The system was too
large and expensive to be practical commercially, however.
A custom memory device for graphics called SLAM (Scan Line Access Memory)11
processes lines, text, and flat-shaded, stippled polygons. It contains on-chip memory
accessed in parallel for a scan-line’s worth of pixel data, and its rasterizing processor
operates on an entire scan line in parallel. Gouraud shading and z-buffer are supported in
SLAM by adding a linear-expression tree, identical to that of Pixel-Planes, to interpolate
color values. The author built and demonstrated a small prototype SLAM system, but it
was not commercialized.
12
A custom memory device called SAGE (Systolic Array Graphics Engine) passes
descriptions of spans (intersections of primitives with a scan line) from left to right across
an array of processors associated with the pixels of a scan line. Every operating cycle,
each pixel processor receives a new span description, updates its pixel data based on the
span description, and passes the span description to the right. SAGE’s main component, a
large custom memory-intensive chip, was fabricated and tested, but the idea was not
developed as a product.
13
Our group completed a second experimental system, Pixel-Planes 5, in 1990 . Using
logic-enhanced memories much like those of our earlier system, but with a different
system architecture consisting of 128x128-pixel "region processors", it solved two of the
problems identified in Pixel-Planes 4: how to use logic-enhanced memories more
efficiently than instantiating the entire screen, and how to process objects in parallel on
multiple rasterizers.

Although several experimental graphics systems based on logic-enhanced memories have
been built, no commercial systems have used this approach to date. Instead, nearly all
high-end commercial graphics systems use interleaved frame-buffers with custom
rasterizer ASICs (application-specific integrated circuits) controlling each of several
banks of standard DRAM/VRAM memories. Rasterizer ASICs have been built using a
variety of design and fabrication styles, from gate array and standard cell semi-custom to
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full custom hand layout. This general approach has been cost effective, but as we have
discussed above, it may be difficult to extend to much higher performance levels.
A frequent argument against using logic-enhanced memories in rasterizers is economic;
the cost per bit for custom memories is far higher than for commodity DRAMs, so frame
buffers built from such memories cannot compete with conventional frame buffers.
However, as we will discuss in the next section, it is possible to obtain most of the
benefits of fast on-chip custom memory with a pixel buffer holding only a fraction of the
screen pixels. It is widely perceived that ASICs are the only economical way to
implement the demanding special functions needed in a rasterizer. The cost of this
custom silicon depends mainly on chip area and design time; we argue that including
modest amounts of fast local memory on rasterizer ASICs can increase their performance
dramatically, without comparable increases in cost.

ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES
There are two critical issues in the design of logic-enhanced memories for graphics:
First, memory density in ASICs is limited, generally several generations behind
commercial DRAMs, so custom memory must be used as efficiently as possible. Second,
the rasterizing processors must be organized to exploit the data parallelism provided by
on-chip memory.

Memory Organization
ASIC fabrication processes are intended to implement mainly logic functions and lack the
special structures needed to build dense storage cells. DRAM processes are tuned for
volume, not diversity, and are therefore unavailable to custom memory designers.
Memory on ASICs therefore is less dense and consumes far more energy per bit than
commercial DRAMs. To live within current economic constraints, custom memoryintensive rasterizer ASICs can have at most perhaps a few hundred kilobits of fast local
storage on a few dozen chips and require a separate frame buffer built with commercial
DRAM/VRAM.
Caching is a standard technique for coupling small, fast memory close to a processor with
larger, slower bulk memory. Effective caching requires data locality, however. Cache
schemes for graphics, which depend on data locality within the pixels of a single
primitive, have been proposed, and some have been built14,15. In conventional graphics
pipelines, where successive primitives may be far apart in screen coordinates, further
locality of reference is not available.
Locality can be guaranteed by sorting primitives into fixed-size screen regions, and
having a single region-sized pixel buffer within the rasterizer. If all primitives that fall
into a given region are processed together before proceeding to the next region, each
region need be processed only once. After the region is completely rasterized,
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intermediate values can safely be discarded, so data need only flow out of the pixel
buffer, and the data need only include final pixel colors. If the rasterizer is guaranteed to
be fast enough, no frame buffer is needed. If a frame buffer is used, it only has to be
large enough to store colors. SLAM and SAGE, like other scan-line oriented designs, use
one variation of this approach: primitives are sorted by y-coordinates according to the
scan lines they cover, and custom memory is provided for a single scan line.
If a screen-subdivision approach is adopted, primitives must be sorted by screen region at
the end of the geometry-processing stage. This has the important advantage that the
expensive, high-speed pixel storage connected directly to the rasterizer needs to hold only
a fraction of the pixels on the screen.
The approach has two disadvantages, however. First, the sorting operation increases
latency in the pipeline because geometric transformations (with sorting) and rasterization
cannot be overlapped for the primitives in a single frame. This latency may be reduced
by performing a quick first pass through the data to perform the screen-region sort. Also,
if the scene must be rendered multiple times for supersampling, the increased latency is
small compared to the latency of an entire frame.
Second, buffering must be provided for an entire frame’s worth of screen-space primitive
data, since sorted primitives cannot be used until the sorting is complete. This
approximately doubles the storage requirements for the front end. Trading back-end
storage for front-end storage is generally favorable, however: sorted primitives can be
stored in commodity memories, whereas pixels must be stored (at least temporarily) in
expensive high-speed memories, and access rates for primitives are much lower than for
pixels.

Processor Organization
The processors on a logic-enhanced memory chip can be implemented in a variety of
ways, ranging from a single wide-word processor to numerous single-bit processors. The
two extremes of the continuum are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Alternate processor organizations for logic-enhanced memories.

In the wide-processor approach, a single processor accesses all the bits of a pixel in
parallel. Because the processor handles all of the pixels, its operation must be very
efficient. This favors designs with fixed processor functions, carefully tuned for a
particular set of rasterization and shading operations. Ideally, the processor can update a
pixel in a single cycle. Since there are relatively few processors, each can have its own
control store and sequencer, making a MIMD processor organization feasible. Since
processors handle pixels sequentially, larger primitives take longer to process than
smaller ones. Queueing at the input interface is needed to avoid wasting processor
cycles.
In the narrow-processor approach, a processor is provided for each pixel on the chip and
all pixels are accessed simultaneously. Because many processors are provided, and each
processor updates only a narrow field of pixel memory in a single cycle, the cost of a
processor cycle is relatively low. This encourages programmability and flexible
allocation of memory bits to function. The narrow-processor approach requires SIMD
control, since it is infeasible to provide separate control stores and sequencers for many
tiny processors. Since all pixels are processed in parallel, performance is independent of
primitive size; it can be guaranteed to match exactly the bandwidth of the primitive input
interface.
For scan-conversion calculations, neither approach can take full advantage of the
principal leverage for improved speed, the large data bandwidth into on-chip memory. In
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the wide-processor approach, the best that can be done is to compute all of the
interpolations (z, color, surface normals, texture indices) for one pixel in one cycle. If the
memory array is wider than the number of bits in one pixel, some of the potential
memory bandwidth is lost. It is difficult to build processors wider than 100–200 bits,
whereas memory arrays can be as wide as a thousand bits. In the narrow-processor
approach, when small primitives are processed on a large array of SIMD processors, most
processors correspond to pixels outside the primitive and do no useful work, so only a
small fraction of the memory bits available at a given time are actually in use. Neither of
these problems is relevant, however, if the rasterizer performance is limited by the
bandwidth into the chip; that is, if the processors can absorb the full primitive input
bandwidth, no further improvements are possible from processor design or memory
organization.
For shading calculations, however, the narrow-processor, pixel-parallel approach has a
decided advantage. Since shading can be done in parallel for all pixels using deferred
shading, a pixel-parallel rasterizer can use virtually 100% of the available compute power
and memory bandwidth. A wide-word processor tuned for rasterization would not
execute shading algorithms efficiently, since shading calculations do not fit the
interpolation/z-comparison model of rasterizer calculations.
The tradeoffs between wide-word processors and multiple narrow processors resembles
the coarse-grain/fine-grain debates in parallel computing. As in those debates, a
compromise between the extremes may prove most effective.

System-Level Issues
So far we have argued that logic-enhanced memories effectively deal with the framebuffer bandwidth bottleneck. Once this bottleneck is removed, system performance is
limited by the single path that feeds screen-space primitives to the rasterizer. This
limitation can be circumvented only by applying parallelism by object.. This is a large
subject in itself16. We briefly review here two promising approaches, screen-subdivision
and image composition, and show how they affect the design of logic-enhanced
memories.
Screen-subdivision. Earlier, we saw that the lack of memory density in ASICs forces
primitive sorting by screen region to exploit locality of reference. This sorting has the
side benefit of facilitating parallelism by object. If the screen regions for the sort are
chosen large enough so that each primitive tends to fall within a single region, multiple
streams of primitives can be processed on parallel rasterizers. This idea fundamentally
diverges from the single-pipeline model, and enables the design of graphics systems that
are parallel by object throughout.
Figure 4 shows a conceptual view of the screen-subdivision approach. Geometry
processing (transforming primitives and sorting them by screen region) is performed in
parallel. A general-purpose communication network conveys primitives from the
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We explored this approach in Pixel-Planes 5, in which multiple rasterizers, built using
logic-enhanced memories, each process pixels of a 128x128-pixel region in parallel. The
system’s performance is scalable over a wide range by varying the number of rasterizers,
and it can render up to 2–3 million Phong-shaded triangles per second. Its logicenhanced memory chips contain 256 pixel processors, each with 208 bits of memory. An
array of 64 of these chips forms a 128x128 pixel processor array with pixel buffer; each
rasterizer contains one of these arrays.
This approach has drawbacks, however. First, the network that distributes primitives to
the rasterizers carries all of the primitives on every frame. For the machine's performance
to scale linearly with hardware cost, the bandwidth of its expensive, fully-connected
network must scale linearly with machine size, a difficult proposition. Second, the
dynamic assignment of rasterizers to screen regions is difficult to control. Third, static
screen subdivision can suffer load imbalances; for example, if all of the primitives fall
into one region, all of the speedup from object parallelism is lost.
Image composition. A second way to introduce parallelism by object is image
composition. Here, multiple renderers each compute a full-screen image of a portion of
the primitives. A renderer is essentially a complete graphics pipeline with a geometry
processor and a rasterizer. It outputs a stream of pixel data that includes visibility
information (e.g., z values) as well as colors. A high-speed network composites these
images into a final image.
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Figure 5 is a diagram of the image-composition approach. The approach has two main
advantages. First, the image-composition network replaces the primitive distribution
network of the screen-subdivision approach; although the image-composition network
must be fast, its bandwidth is independent of the number of renderers in the system and
so the system scales linearly to arbitrary size, with no obvious limit other than cost.
Second, since the renderers are simple graphics pipelines that operate essentially
independently, a simple programming model can be employed that hides the parallelism
of the system from the user. Its main disadvantage is the cost of the image-composition
network, particularly when advanced shading or antialiasing is employed. To use
deferred shading, shading must be performed after the subimages are composited,
requiring an extra hardware unit or shader. Since the intermediate data required for
shading is more than simply a color and z value per pixel, the image-composition network
must have exceedingly high bandwidth.
We have adopted a hybrid of the two approaches for our latest graphics architecture,
PixelFlow17, now in design, which will rasterize over 1 million triangles per second per
system board and will support high-quality shading, texturing, and antialiasing.
PixelFlow contains three types of system boards: renderers, shaders, and frame buffers.
Each board includes an array of logic-enhanced memories that contain pixel memory,
pixel processors, and special communication circuitry that implements the imagecomposition network. The final section of this paper describes the PixelFlow Enhanced
Memory Chip, as a concrete example of a high-performance logic-enhanced memory
design.

PIXELFLOW ENHANCED MEMORY CHIP
The PixelFlow Enhanced Memory Chip (EMC) design exploits advances in CMOS
technology and circuit techniques to build compact, high-performance rasterizers that
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support advanced shading, texturing and antialiasing. Figure 6 shows a block diagram of
the chip. We first describe its memory and processor organization, and then describe
enhancements to support real-time image compositing and texture-lookup operations.
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Figure 6: Block diagram of PixelFlow logic-enhanced memory chip.

Memory Organization
Recent work shows that standard logic processes can support dense 1-transistor dynamic
memory designs, rather than the 4- or 6-transistor static RAMs normally used in custom
ASICs18. With a modern, but not aggressive, 0.8-micron CMOS process, 0.5 to 1 Mbit of
fast DRAM can be included on a reasonably sized chip. Even such densities do not allow
us to provide pixel memory for every pixel on the screen. We therefore use 64 of the
EMCs, with 256 pixels per EMC, to build a processor array that can process a 128x128pixel region in parallel. Each PixelFlow board contains one of these processor arrays.
Since a processor array handles only a 128x128-pixel region of the screen at a time,
PixelFlow uses a hybrid approach, with screen subdivision at the board level and image
composition between boards, to achieve parallelism by object. On each renderer board
primitives are sorted by screen region prior to rasterization, and rendering proceeds by
rasterizing one region after another. Once all renderer boards have rasterized a given
region, they send intermediate pixel values for that region into the image-composition
network. The network delivers composited results to a shader, which operates on regions
in pixel-parallel fashion. Shaders also blend multiple samples per pixel for antialiasing.
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Once shading is complete, final color values are delivered over the image composition
network to a frame buffer.
On renderers, the 2048 bits per pixel of main memory are used to hold pixels for several
regions simultaneously. These multiple pixel buffers are used in such a way that
rasterization of regions tries to keep ahead of compositing in order to average out load
imbalances between regions with few primitives and regions with many. On shaders, the
large amount of memory per pixel supports complex shading algorithms that require large
amounts of intermediate storage.
Two special 256-bit-per-pixel memory partitions are provided on the EMC, one for each
of two I/O ports described below. These partitions can be either joined to main memory
and accessed by the pixel processors, or isolated so that I/O operations can be fully
overlapped with pixel processing.

Rasterizing Processor Organization
The PixelFlow EMC uses the narrow-processor approach. A simple, but general, 8-bit
processor is associated with each pixel’s 2560 bits of on-chip memory. The 256
processors on each chip operate in SIMD lockstep: each executes the same instruction on
a given cycle, and each accesses pixel data on the same row of memory, specified by a
global pixel-memory address. As in most SIMD machines, each processor has an enable
register that qualifies memory writes. This supports program branching by disabling
processors, based on the boolean outcome of a branch test. Though the design is very
near the narrow-processor end of the processor-organization continuum, it contains two
concessions toward special functions:
•

Linear expression tree. The EMC contains special hardware for computing
interpolated values required for scan conversion. A binary tree of multiplyaccumulate nodes computes a linear expression Ax+By+C in parallel for all pixels
at screen locations (x, y). A,B,C are equivalent to the forward difference setup
parameters broadcast to rasterizing processors in many commercial graphics
systems.

•

Hardware support for multiply. The 8-bit processors contain circuitry to
accelerate multiplications, which dominate shading calculations. This small
amount of additional circuitry can be viewed as special purpose hardware for
shading.

Image Composition Port
Image-composition bandwidth is the product of screen resolution, update rate, and bits
per pixel. In PixelFlow, we provide fast hardware for a simple z-depth visibility test for
image composition, and we perform antialiasing by supersampling. Deferred shading
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requires that we composite intermediate pixel values; about 200 bits per pixel are needed
to support Phong shading with image-based textures. We have found that reasonable
antialiasing can be computed with as few as five samples per pixel. For high-resolution
screens at 24 frames per second, the image-composition network must sustain at least
1280 • 1024 • 24 • 200 • 5 = 31 Gbits/second, preferably higher.
This formidable bandwidth is supported in PixelFlow by building the compositor
hardware directly onto the EMC. The composition network is bit-sliced across the 64
EMCs, with four single-bit paths on each chip. Connections are point-to-point from chips
on one board to chips on a neighboring board. The z comparison is performed bit
serially, MSB-first, requiring only a small amount of circuitry. The network is clocked at
four times the (nominally 66 MHz) system clock rate; these very high speeds are enabled
by using low-voltage signaling and on-chip termination19.
The compositor port operation is flexible so that, in addition to compositing based on z
values, it can move data from network to EMC memory, from memory to network, and
from compositor input port to compositor output port without modification. These
additional modes are required to allow pixel data to flow into and out of the shaders, and
to bypass busy shaders. They also allow EMC processors to execute general imagecomposition algorithms (at some sacrifice in speed over the simple z-comparison); these
algorithms include, for example, A-buffer and multi-pass transparency.

Local Port
Texturing is an example of a general class of algorithm that generates or modifies an
image by sampling another image. Texturing requires table lookup operations, which are
extremely inefficient on a classic SIMD organization. To support rapid texturing on
PixelFlow, the EMC has a local data port that streams data in or out of pixel memory. On
shader boards, this port is interfaced to a large texture memory, made from conventional
DRAMs, via a separate datapath ASIC that converts nybble-serial data from the port to
pixel-wide data and provides buffering. The operation of this port and texture-lookup
algorithms will be described in a future publication.
On frame buffer boards, the local port and its associated datapath chips interface to a
conventional VRAM frame buffer, which displays the fully composited and shaded
images.

Controller
On every cycle, EMCs must be supplied with an instruction for the pixel processors, an
address into pixel memory, and a byte of the linear expression coefficients A, B, and C.
This is beyond the capability of a general-purpose processor, so a third custom chip, the
Image Generation Controller (IGC), acts as a controller for the EMC array. The IGC
receives a 32-bit word-parallel command stream from the geometry processor, consisting
of opcodes and A,B,C coefficient sets. It converts the coefficients into byte-serial, fixed-
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point form and sequences EMC operations by broadcasting data, instruction, and address
to the EMC array. The IGC also controls operation of the I/O ports.
The IGC contains enhancements that leverage the performance of the front-end processor
when antialiasing. Its input interface is designed to be connected to dual ported memory
(VRAM) mapped into the geometry processor’s address space. The IGC thereby receives
its primitive input stream without requiring bus cycles from the geometry processor. A
sub-pixel offset register on the IGC allows the multiple samples of the supersampling
filter kernel to be computed from a single set of rasterization commands by repeatedly
passing these commands from the VRAMs. This greatly improves supersampling
performance so that, for example, a single floating-point microprocessor can keep up with
the rasterizer when supersampling with 6 or more samples per pixel.

CONCLUSION
We have described how logic-enhanced memories can be used to remove the
rasterizer/frame buffer bottleneck that limits the performance of current image-generation
architectures. Putting pixel memory on-chip with rasterizing processors provides the 2-3
orders of magnitude improvement in access rates needed to support realistic shading
models and antialiasing in interactive systems.
It is neither economical nor necessary to build entire frame buffers with custom memory.
Adding a small pixel buffer to a rasterizer provides the needed bandwidth improvements.
A pixel buffer operates somewhat like a cache for intermediate pixel values, sending only
final pixel colors to a conventional frame buffer, built with commodity DRAMs.
Because relatively little memory is needed close to the rasterizer, this memory can be
added at small incremental cost to the custom silicon universally used for rasterizers in
high performance systems.
The design space of logic-enhanced memory rasterizers has several dimensions,
including: complexity of processors versus number of processors, amount of memory per
processor, and SIMD vs. MIMD control. We have argued that the SIMD pixel-parallel
approach has many advantages, particularly if deferred shading is employed to support
advanced shading and texturing calculations.
Finally, we have shown how the logic-enhanced memory approach can be used to
implement object-parallel graphics architectures, based on screen-subdivision and image
composition, that provide primitive-per-second performance far above that of current
systems as well as perform texturing, advanced shading, and antialiasing in real time.
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